BAM292i

type:

LINEAR T5 FLUORESCENT
low profile linear T5 arm mounted fluorescent 1-29/32" diameter architectural fixture for integral ballast installations
 Arms allow integral ballast luminaires to project away from a
wall or ceiling
T5

 Includes integral ballast
 Arms mount to fixture end caps and allow adjustable
rotation of the housing for aiming
 Extruded aluminum housing available in anodized polished
chrome, satin, or brushed satin and white or black powder
coat, applied post production

PROFILE

 Steel liner/wireway finished in high reflectance white powder
coat
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SPECIFICATIONS |

 Three mounting options available (dependent on type of
mounting surface)
 Kit includes one end coupler (BAM625/END) or one joiner
coupler (BAM625/JOIN), 5/8" OD aluminum tube, hardware,
optional mounting components as specified

PLAN

 Rotational locking lamp holders

SINGLE FIXTURE

 Available for one T5 14W, 21W, 28W, 35W or high output
24W, 39W, 54W, 80W linear fluorescent lamps
specify arm length
18” max projection

(consult factory for other
length options)

 All fixtures made to specified length ± 1/16”
 Wired with 12’ leads for instant start ballast operation
 UL and ULC listed for dry and damp locations

specify to the nearest ± 1/16”
stem center to stem center

 IBEW manufactured and labeled
 Made in the U.S.A.

MULTIPLE FIXTURES

Two BAM625/End required for
each fixture run
One BAM625/Join required
between each fixture
BAM625/End

SPECIFICATION / ORDER FORMAT

DIMENSIONAL INFO.

model no.

lamp

finish

options

min. - max. length

BAM292i

14 - 14w T5

WH - white powdercoat

/DL - damp location

23-15/16" – 35-11/16”

21 - 21w T5

BL - black powdercoat

Lens:

35-3/4” – 47-7/16”

28 - 28w T5

CH - polished chrome anodize

LNS92C - clear prismatic

47-1/2” – 59-5/16”

35 - 35w T5

SA - satin anodize

LNS92O - white prismatic

59-3/8” –

24 - 24w T5 HO

BS - brushed satin anodize

Mounting Options:

23-15/16" – 35-11/16”

39 - 39w T5 HO

CU - custom finish

WB6 - round wall plate

35-3/4” – 47-7/16”

54 - 54w T5 HO

ES6 - escucheon

47-1/2” – 59-5/16”

80 - 80w T5 HO

TP6 - trim plate

59-3/8” –

Blade Louver
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BAM625/Join

specify to the nearest ± 1/16”
stem center to stem center

BAM292i | OPTIONS

type:

LENSES |

LNS92C		
LNS92O		

Clear prismatic lens (sold by the foot) ___ft.
White prismatic lens (sold by the foot) ___ft.
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T5

MOUNTING OPTIONS |
#WB6 - Wall Box Mounting Plate

 Heavy guage aluminum plate mounts to
4" octagonal junction box (by others)
 Consult factory for other plate options

#ES6 - Escutcheon

 Used when mounting to a suitable panel/
wall with access to the backside
 Includes mounting sub plate and 2-1/4"
OD aluminum canopy
 Hardware included to attach standard
conduit connector (by others)

#TP6 - Trim Plate

 Used when mounting to a suitable panel/
wall with access to the backside
 Includes 1-3/8" OD trim plate
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 Hardware included to secure fixture and
attach standard conduit connector (by
others)

